BEAUTY INSTRUMENT
F-808
SKIN SCRUBBER BEAUTY INSTRUMENT

F-808 SKIN SCRUBBER INSTRUCTIONS
FOREWARD
This instrument can solve out your skin problems easily, such as acne, inflammation skin, etc. It
can reduce the melanin, sterilizes the skin, shrink the skin pore, clean the skin pore deeply, reduce
the wrinkle, decrease the loosen skin, etc. Keep the skin clean, white and healthy.

1、FUNCTIONS
1. Nutrition lead in function (P1 function) By mean of the movements of DC positive and negative
ions, the galvanic current treatment is helpful for leading in nutrition and leading out impurity
from skin. The nutrition leaded in is to penetrate the water-soluble nutrition into the deep skin,
directly supplying nutrition for skin. Impurity leaded out is to import the alkaline solution to
soften the aged horn, decompose the grease balance the skin secretion, leading out the impurity
and metal ions at the same time.
2.Ultrasonic wave function（P2 function）
Ultrasonic waves whose frequency is more than 20,000HZ, is a variety of sound vibration without
being able to be perceived by common sense of hearing. Ultrasonic wave has stronger power since
it has more energy. When it acts on our body, it stimulates the body cells, produces such tiny
massage that expands the space in which the cells exist, causes the movement of cytoplasm, the
rotation of mitochondria, the vibration of cell nucleus, stimulates and expands the cell membrane.
Therefore it can improve local blood and lymph circulation, increase the penetration among the
cells, and improve the metabolism and regeneration of body cells.
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2、CONTROL PANEL INSTRUCTIONS
CONTROL PANEL INSTRUCTIONS

A. ENERGY INDICATOR
B. GALVANIC ENERGY DECREASE BUTTON
C. LEAD IN/OUT CONVERTION BUTTON
D. GALVANIC ENERGY INCREASE BUTTON
E. P1 MODE BUTTON
F. P2 MODE BUTTON
G. SKIN SCRUBBER PROBE ENERGY INDICATOR
H. VIBRATING ENERGY DECREASE BUTTON
I. WAVE OPTION BUTTON
J. VIBRATING ENERGY INCREASE BUTTON
K. TIME DECREASE BUTTON
L. POWER ON/OFF
M.TIME INCREASE BUTTON
N. TIMER

3、OPERATION
1：Connect the power line, skin scrubber probe。
2：Press the “POWER” button to start up the host instrument, in the both side of the skin scrubber
probe has a recycle sensor, the sensor will out put if the body touch the each side of the skin
scrubber probe, it will stop operating 5 minutes later if the user leave the recycle sensor, and the
host will stand by state.
3：Deeply clean
Press MODE button（MODE—clean mode﹑positive and negative lead in mode）. Then
—Power indicator will ON；
—Time display window shows“15”minutes；
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—Continue ware indicator will ON；
（Please choose mix ware in sensitive skin）
—Clean mode indicator P2 will ON；
—Positive and negative ions lead in mode indicator P1 will ON；
—Negative ions lead in indicator（O）will ON；
—Clean energy indicator and lead in/out indicator will ON。
In this state，you just need to touch the customer’s skin by 45 degree angle of skin scrubber probe.
it can help to clean the skin deeply when the probe move forward slowly. You can adjust the
energy and the intensity of educe voltaic. (Notice: Please use the clean liquid to help the skin
cleaning and keep the skin wet when operating)
4：Nutrition lead in
Press positive and negative ions lead in conversion button to change the working state. (I indicator
light will ON).
In the meantime, the power indicator light will ON；
—Time display window shows“15”minutes；
—Continuous wave indicator ON；
（Please choose mix ware if your skin is belong to the
sensitivity skin）
—Clean mode indicator light “P2” will ON；
—Negative and positive ion mode indicator light “P1” will ON；
—Positive ion lead in indicator light “I” will ON;
—Both cleaning energy indicator window and negative and positive ion lead in indicator
window will ON;
In this state ， the skin scrubber probe can cling to the customer skin after spread
water-solubility nutrition (Forbid to use oil essential liquid or skin protect liquid. You can adjust
the energy and the intensity of educe voltaic. (Notice: Please keep the skin wet when operating)
5：Positive and negative ions lead in
Shut off the mode P2，turn on mode P1. Then
—the power indicator will ON；
—Time display window shows“15”minutes；
—Continuous wave indicator ON；
（Please choose mix ware if your skin is belong to the
sensitivity skin）
—Negative and positive ion mode indicator light “P1” will ON；
—Positive ion lead in indicator light “I” will ON;（Or negative ion lead in indicator light “O”
will ON）;
—Both cleaning energy indicator window and negative and positive ion lead in
indicator window will ON;
Please clean the customer’s skin when operated the negative and positive ion lead in function,
keep the skin clean and dry. The indicator light “I” will ON by pressing the negative and positive
ion lead in exchange button. At that time, the skin scrubber probe is in positive state, the earth lead
wrist is in negative state. The beautician can coat proper water-solubility nutrition on the client’s
skin, the probe should cling to the skin lightly with 0 degree. If you choose to use the negative ion
lead in operation, you should
If you want to choose the negative lead in function, please lay the alkalescency liquid on the skin,
press negative lead in button (O light will ON). (Notice: Pease keep the skin wet while operating.)
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4、NOTICES
1、The probe didn’t vibrating after pressing “P1” button.
2、When you do the facial, the user should grasp the skin scrubber handle and touch the earth lead,
or the hosting can not survey the feedback from loop sensor, and it will stop working by itself.
3、Skin scrubber frequency exchange function：
Connect the skin scrubber and the power, press the “STATE” button and do not get rid of it, then
press “POWER” button, in the meantime, three wave indicator light and power indicator light will
ON, energy indicator light will ON, and the indicator is on the last frequency state for exchange,
skin scrubber is on operating sate. The frequency exchange function success.
Adjust “ENERGY increase and decrease” button, skin scrubber output state will change; you can
exchange the frequency and help to find out the best working frequency.
When skin scrubber is on the best working frequency, it has better atomization impact and little
the working noise. Press “POWER” button after select the best working frequency, the system will
save the frequency value and exit the frequency exchange function itself. Frequency exchange
success and it begins operating.

5、WARNNING！
1. The ones with the following diseases are required not to use it, such as heart disease,
infectious disease, sensitive physical sufferer and with metal material inside the body.
2. Do not keep the probe at the same position of the skin too long to avoid burning.
3. Please supplement the exclusive liquid timely if it is insufficient on the skin.
4. Please pay more attention of the strength and the angle degree of the skin scrubber probe.
5. Forbid to drag the accessory wire forcibly when operating.
6. Forbid to spray the water and other caustic liquid to the host instrument.
7. Forbid to use the distortion or imperfect skin scrubber probe to avoid get the skin hurt.
8. Please consult the dealer or professional maintainer if there is anything wrong. Forbid to
open the instrument case and maintain it by yourself.
9. If the power wire is broken, please use the professional wire from other manufactory or
professional discreteness from maintain department for exchange.

6、DAILY MAINTENANCE
Please clean the dirty things out of the skin scrubber probe after using, keep it dry and sterilize
it every time.
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